
To assemble Zippy-Scaff

1. Stand frames up on a hard, flat, level surface.

2. Lock castors in frame "A"

   (with horizontal brace fixed at top)

3. Unlock castors in frame "B".

4. Pull frame "B" smoothly away from frame "A"

    keeping frames parallel.

5. Raise the sliding end of the horizontal brace

    until it hits the stop.

6. Ensure that locking clip engages and diagonal

    braces are firmly located against stops.

7. Fit platform to the required rung level.

    Platform MUST NOT  be placed on top rung .

Note 8. Lock all castors before use.

► If Zippy-Scaff sticks whilst opening or closing frames, 

     DO NOT FORCE, give the unit a gentle shake to free braces.

► For maximum stability ensure that the castors are positioned with brake levers facing 

     outwards at right angles to the platform.

► Fit additional handrail, toeboard kit and/or midrail kit if required.

Load Rating

Zippy-Scaff is rated to Light Duty (225kg live load). Maximum one working level. 

Maximum platform height 1.2m.

To fit platform at lower levels

Insert deck on angle diagonally between frame uprights and rungs until hooks clear upright at other

end, then slide back to fit hooks onto rungs.  Push platform firmly down to locate hooks.

(It is intended to be a tight fit.)

To dismantle Zippy-Scaff

1. Remove additional edge protection components.

2. Remove platform and unlock all castors.

3. Release the locking clip and allow the end of the horizontal brace to slide down.

4. Standing beside the Zippy-Scaff, smoothly raise the upper ends of the diagonal braces, pulling

    the frames into the centre.  KEEP FINGERS CLEAR OF PINCH POINTS.

Access to Zippy-Scaff

Use the hatch in the platform and climb the inside of the frames to access the working platform.  DO NOT CLIMB UP THE OUTSIDE.

► Zippy-Scaff must not be used (as a work platform), under any circumstances, where a person or object may fall or more. 

     (eg. on balconies, alongside stair voids, or at the edge of mezzanine floors.)

► Zippy-Scaff must be used on a hard, flat, level surface (no closer than 1m to any unprotected slab edge, penetration or step down.

► Avoid power lines (minimum clearance 4m ... consult local electricity authority)

► Keep Zippy-Scaff platform and surrounding work area clear of material and debris.

► Inspect your Zippy-Scaff for damage prior to use.  Do not use if damaged and call the supplier.

► Keep a firm hold of Zippy-Scaff frames unless unit is fully opened and castors are locked.

► Keep fingers (and other body parts) clear of potential trap points. (eg. ends of braces, under platform hooks, etc) 

     whilst opening or closing Zippy-Scaff.

► Do not exert significant sideward force (pushing / pulling) at right angles to the plaform (unless it is tied to a secure structure).

► Do not exert excessive pulling force parallel to the

     platform (unless it is tied to a secure structure).

► Castors should be locked at all times unless Zippy-Scaff is being relocated.

► Zippy-Scaff must not be relocated while any person or objects are on the platform.

► Do not attach banners, signs or containment sheeting to Zippy-Scaff unless it is tied to a secure structure.

► All couplers and fittings used (for ties etc) must be compatible with 50.8mmO/D tube.

► Use correct lifting techniques when loading / unloading Zippy-Scaff; bend knees, not your back.

► Do not exceed the rated working load (225kg).

► Remove any built up paint / plaster etc especially from frame slide tracks.

► Avoid damage by: Handling Zippy-Scaff carefully.  Transport and store Zippy-Scaff neatly.

SUPPLIED BY: Centenary Hire.  47 Station Ave, Darra.  (07) 3375 5068

RECOMMENDED SAFE WORK PRACTICES WHEN USING OLDFIELDS ACCESS ZIPPY-SCAFF 

INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO THE FOLLOWING:
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